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Abstract. In I his paper it is demoust rated that the critical concentration 

of excited nucleus and the development of powerful enough gamma-laser 

are possible i11 the near future. r\t the present level of technology, the 

amplification of gamma-lasers could be of more tha11 10 orders of magui

t nde, and I he pow<"r of coherent radial ion - more I han one kilowatt .. The 

shape and amplitude of the laser pulse are derived as a function of the 

ac tive elemeub cooling rate. The differeuces between gamma-lasers and 

the visihl<" light la,.ers are statc·d. Notwitl1st.a11ding the high amplification 

aud the single-t.ime actiou, the stimulated emissio11 of some real radionu

clides can last. long enough for all :;cientific experiments and tecl111ological 

applicat ious. The new relations bet ween the Einstein's coefficients and 

new cross-sect ious for stimulated e111issio11 (absorption) help to deeper 

1111dersta11di11g of stimulated e111is:;io11, stars at 111ospheres. plasma physics, 

quant.u111 theor~· of rndiatio11 and 111a11y other physics processes. · 

Pc3l0Me. 11 CTilTLe 11ui,:a3;uw, I.ITC> .nocTl1n\e1111c i,:p11T111.1ecKoi1 Ko11uen

Tpau1111 IJ030)'n\.ll('llJILIX H)lCp l1 C03JlaHHe )lOC'l'ilTO'IJIO MOIUHLIX rai.n1a- . 

JJa3cpoo D03M<>n\llO o 6J111it\al1n1 eM Gy ;1yme~1. TI jHI coopeMe11110M ypoo11e 

TeXHOJJOl'HH yc11JJe1111e raMMil-Jla.J(•pon MOn\eT Ubl'fb 6once 'ICM Ha 10 no

PH.UKOIJ, a 1'10lllHOCTl> Korepe1n11uro 113;1y1.1en1111 60J1ce o.nuoro KHJJOIJaT

Ta. <I>opMa l1 <IMllJIHTY .na Jla3ep11oro l1Mll)'JILCil nony1.1e11L1 Kai\ <l>YHKUl1H 

CKOJ>OCTl1 oxna;.i.;.ue111111 al\Tl11lnOl"O 3JJeMeJITa. y CTilllODJJellLI OTJJl14l1JI OT 

coeTODLIX ;1a.Jepo11. 1Ieo10Tpll ua IJLICOl\Oe yc11,1em1e l1 e.nnoKpaTHOCTb 

.nei1CTDl1 II. CTl1M)' Jll1))01Ja1111ue l13J1)'4elll1C pn.na peaJJbllblX pa.111-1011yKJll1-

.non MOn\eT 61>1TL .ll0CT1L'f0llll0 .UUJll'l11'1 )lJlll 11ay1.111L1X 31\Cllep11Me11TOIJ H 

TCXllOJJOr111.1eCl\l1 x II p111'1e11c1111i1 . lloBLIC COOTll011Ie1111 rr Me;.i.;.ny l\Oe!IHl111lll1-

enTaMH 3i1n11rrdina l1 no11i.,1e 31Hl'ICJfl111 Cel!elfHll )l;JJI CTl1My,111po11a1111oro 

l13J1y<1cnHrr llO~IOra IOT UC>JICe )'l"Jl_\"OJ(('JIJIO~IY llOJIH~lil!IHIO CTl1M)' Jll1 po

na1111oro l13Jl)'4Cnl1JI, •lll13l1t;l1 11,1a:.1~1ld, 3De3.lllfLIX aTMOCCl•ep, KllaJITODOH 

TCO!Jl1l1 l13Jl)'4~' 1fl111. 
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1. Introduction 

A paper was published in 1965 (1), where it was int.uit.ively shown that stimulated 
emission of recoilless gamma-quanta bet.ween t.wo excited levels of t.he atomic nu
cleus could be observed under the following rnndit.ions: the upper excited level m 
must have a long lifetime T,,. ~ 1 s, while t.he lower level n must be short-living 
with Tn < 10-6 s. The advantages of such nuclides are several: high population 
inversion of the active transit.ion, sufficient.ly large linewidth (rm+ r,.) which is not 
affect.eel by the crystalline st.rnct.ure oft.he substance. Furthermore, it was pointed 
out. fl), that the energy of the m ~ 11 gamma-t.ransit.ion should satisfy the condi
tion Emn < 150 keV so that. t.he recoilless emission probability be big enough. The 
isomer 125111Te was quoted as an example (it.s scheme of decay is shown in Fig. 1). 

12im rre G 
1.1 (-) ---~-i· __ T,,.;::: 7 X 10 S 2 m 

Ct,,.= :mo 

109.1keV 
J(+l !) 'i 'II __ __.,_.....-

1 
__ Tn;::: 2 X JO- S 

35kc\' 
.!. '+ io ___ __. __ _ 
2 

Fig. 1. Scheme of decay of 12~"'Te wit.It t.lae necessary parameters 

A series of articles discussed in (2) appeared lat.er maintaining that stimulated 
emission of long-living isomers cannot. be observed at. all. Such wrong assertion is 
due to the incorrect. calculation oft.he st.i11111lat.ed emission cross-section <T. The 
authors [2) consider that. t lw cross-section is described by the expression: 

A3 /rm~ 3 ,. ., 1.,. 
<T = - · --' :::: 10- l)c111- (for -""'Te). 

2;r r ( 1) / 

This is negligibly small as compared wit.It the cross-section <To of the total absorption 
and re-emission with the same energy £ 111,.. In ( 1) A stands for the transition 
wavelength; r,,,,, is the partial width of the upper level for emission of gamma
quant.a: r = rm + r,, is the tot.al gamma linewidt.h, and f is the portion of 
recoillessly emit.t.ed gamma-quanta. Again in (2), t.he conclusion made is wrong, 
i.e . if Tm is large, then bot.h primary and secondary gamma-quanta will not travel 
simultaneously because of the time-dependence of the cross-section <T and will be 
detect.eel as two independent quanta within an average time interval Tm. 

In 1986 Russian authors [3,4] set. an experiment. with the proposed in [1] 1
25mTe 

after the design described in (5). In these experi111cnt.s (3 ,4] for the first time 
were observed stimulated couples of gamma-quanta t.revelling in the same direc
tion, detected simulat.Puously as a quantum with double energy E,. = 2E,,.". 
The experiment.ally obt.aincd cross-sect.ion of t.he stimulated emission <Texp = 
(8.4 ± 1.7) x 10- 19 cm2 is calculated precisely enough in (4). It differs by about 18 
orders of magnitude from the value derived aft.er expression ( 1 ). The experiments 
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[3,4] were analyzed in [6,7] and correct theoretical cross-sections u11 were found 
for a series of isomers similar to the one from Fig. 1. It was demonstrated that 
the cross-sections of stimulated emission at the resonance maximum (v = v0 ) are 
defined by the expression: 

.X2 (gmffm-y + g,.fn) (2) 
<T-y-y = - . --------

' 21r Um(fm + f,.) 

where Um and gn a.re the corresponding statistical weights of levels m and n. Since 
<Tn is the cross-section of coherent emission of gamma-quanta, a conclusion was 
drawn that in the experiments [3,4] gamma-quanta emitted with recoil by the sec
ondary nuclei have been also detected. Therefore <Tn = h.<Texpi where h is the 
probability of stimulated and recoilless emission from the secondary nucleus. The 
latter is understood already from Einstein's works [8,9]. The recoilless fraction 
h. = f in the experiment.s [3,4] can be derived both from the experin.1ental an·d the 
theoretical cross-section, h. = un/<Texp = 0.12, which very well coincides with the 
expected value [1,3,4]. The cross-section of the stimulated emission <Tn indicates 
that the development of a gamma-lac;er is entirely possible. The most important 
special features of such gamma-laser is that the achievement of the population in
version and the radiation amplification are separated in time. Inverted population 
can be achieved, for example, by irradiation in a nuclear reactor, and only after that 
the active element. (a long and thin needle) is cooled in order to reach stimulated 
amplification. Those new cross-sections for stimulated emission (absorption) can 
help to deeper understanding of different domains of science: stellar atmospheres, 
plasma physics, quantum theory of radiation. 

The objective oft.he present. work is to find out how the shape and the amplitude 
of the stimulated amplification change with the time of cooling the active element 
(raising/) and how this depends on the source parameters. 

2. Radiation Amplification 

For the specific radionuclide 125mTe on which we shall concentrate all further in
vest.igations, /f m-y < rm ~ r n and the total cross-section of recoilless coherent 
em1ss10n is: 

Un _A'.! fn -19 '> 1'>5 
u11 = - · - · - = 1.03 x 10 cm~ (for - mTe) . 

g,,. ·4 f,,. 
(3) 

It is much bigger than the cross-section of tot.al absorption and scattering u0 for the 
transition energy Emn (uo = 3.8 x 10-22 cm2 ). As it is well known, the ineq~ality 
<Tn > <To leads to the possibility the linear amplification factor /3 = f u-y-yn to 
be greater than the lini>ar total absorption factor µ = u0n0 . n is the number of 
excited nuclei per unit volume, and no is the number of all atoms per unit volume 
of the active element. As it can be seen. the amplification factor f3 depends on the 
recoilless fraction f and therefore on the source temperature T . 

The active element is outlined in Fig. 2 - it is a long cylinder composed of 
IleTe (as in the experiments [3,4]). The population inversion of levels m and n is 
defined by the ratio of the corresponding lifetimes Tm and Tn: 

T/m - Tm ,..,.,, 3 r. 1015 - ,..,.,, .;) x . 
77r1 Tn 

(4) 
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x 

Fig. 2. Layout of the active element of the source 

Such population inversion is impossible in the optical domain. Let us assume that 
the condition d <t: I is fulfilled . The i11it.ial specific volume act.ivity is ao . The 
radiation leaving a thin transverse layer dx passes through the distance (l - x) and 
interacts with the atoms and nuclei. \Ve a1·e interested only in the fraction falling 
into a solid angle ilw = d2 /1612 (along the cylinder's axis) . Hence the number of 
gamma-quanta per unit time as a function of x will be: 

dNn ( ·) _ fa.o!lwilsdx (,8-iiHl-.rJ (1 - flaoliw!:i.sdx -i•(l-.rJ · 
--.z - e + e . 

dt ( 1 + 0 m) ( 1 + 0'111) 
(5) 

Integration over x yields: 

dNn = fa!l.w!l.s (elP-iiJI - l) + (1- f)a!:i.wtl.s (l _ e-µt). 
dt (l+c:tm)(~-p) (l+o·m)µ 

(6) 

Here O'm is the inner conversion factor of the 111 _,. 11 t.ransit.ion; tl.s is the active 
element's section. The first term corresponds t.o the intensity of primary gamma
quanta emitted without recoil, and the second one - to those emitted with recoil. 
At high temperatures f - 0 and the radial.ion in bot.h directions of the cylinder's 
axis becomes: 

dN = aoilwlis (1 _ e_ 111 ). 

di (1 + Om/t) 
(7) 

We shall define the amplification in two ways: 

M _ dN.,.., /dN _ fµ(e lli -µl - 1) + l _ f 
- di dt -(13-µ)(l- eJ11 ) 

(8) 

and 

IN d l\T f ( l /3-11 JI 1 ) ~, _ < 1 1 / • o _ a /t e - a 1 /) 
JIJO - -- -- - - • + -( - . 

di dt ao (;3-11)(1 - et") ao 
(9) 

!If is the amplification as referred to the diminishing wit.It time activity, and Mo 
is the amplification with respect. to t.he init.ial monwnt. when the activity is ao . 
Since activity decreases with time due to spontaneous decay e-t/Tm as well as to 
the intensity of stimulated emission . while a 0 is a fixed constant, AI will be always 
greater than M0 . vVe shall define the relative concent.rat.ion of excited nuclei in 
state m in the following manner: 

l
. n 
\ = - ; 

110 
(10) 
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3. Depeudeuce of f 011 Time upon Cooling 

For low temperature the following expression is valid 

f(T) = exp[-(B + CT2
)]; T <f:. 0 

35 

(11) 

where B = 3Er/2k0 and C = 71'
2 Er/1.:03 ; Er is the energy of recoil, k is Boltzmann's 

constant,(} - the Debye temperature. \Ve assume that temperature decreases after 
an exponential law: 

(12) 

Here To is the initial temperature (high), and 1/t0 is the temperature decrement 
rate. Therefore f as a function of the cooling time t becomes: 

f(t) = cxp[-(B + C(Toe-t/to + Tuef)]. (13) 

THe is the temperature of liquid helium. At. t ~ex:> [3,4] f = 0.12 which makes it 
possible to define the parameters B = ~ . 12; C = 7.7 x 10-5 ; 0 = 425 K for BeTe. 

4. Variation of the Excited Nuclei Concentration 

Beside spontaneous decay, the excited nuclei concentration decrease will be accel
erated by stimulated emission : 

I 

f((f) = l\'oe-t/rm - -- -1.l(t) dt 2 J dN 
noW dt 

(14) 

0 

where /\o is the concentration at the initial mom«"nt. t = 0. The integral present.s 
all decayed nuclei (in the entire volum«") due t.o stimulated emission dN..,-,/dt. The 
decay takes place in both directions along t.he cylinder's axis, which yields the factor 
2 and in order to express the relative concentration decrease, the denominator noW 
is int.roduced. TV is the active element's volume, IV= 7rd21/4. The specific volume 
activities a and a0 can be replaced everywhere by the expressions: 

5. Amplification Factor 

nol\·o 
ao= --. 

Tm 
(15) 

The linear amplification fact.or t3 docs not noticeably depend on the resonant ab
sorption for the n - m transition because of its enormous population inversion: 

f3 f( ) . ( ) 9m ( "( ) Tn 2Tn dN..,-, ) = t u..,-,1101\ (t) - ft -O'n /\ t no-+-, .-d-(t) . 
9n Tm n, t 

(16) 

The expression in small brackets of the secoi1d term is the volume concentration of 
nuclei in state n a.t. tinw t. Under the con cl it.ion Tm :» Tn its value stays smaller 
than /\(t)n.o by many orders of magnitude for all possible amplifications and the 
second term will be further omitted. Obviously, amplification will take place only 
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if the inequality f3n > µ is fulfilled. The critical concentration I\o above which 
amplification is expected is derived from the equality: 

. O'o 
l\ 0 = -,------

/(He )O',,'Y 
(17) 

For BeTe I<o = 0.0307. 

6. Results of Calculations 

For 'the numerical calculations expressions (6-9) were used and the integral in ( 14) 
was replased by a sum: 

t 

J dNn (t) dt = !).t"" dNn (i) 
dt ~ dt 

0 • 

(18) 

where At is the time increment. The initial conclit.io11 t = 0 leads to f(t) = 0 and 
J\(t) = J\0 , which yields expression (7) for the radiation along the cylinder's axis. 

lg Mo 

15 
I::: 10 
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10 

. 
Fig. 3. Dependence of lgJ\/0 on time of cooling. The explanations are in the text 
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Temperature decreases with time and /(f) increases. All calculations are performed 
for BeTe, the active element's length I and f.he initial concentration /\0 are si1own 
in the Figures. Everywhere d = 0.1 cm. The measurement of time in seconds is 
arbitrary since its replacemt'nt with hours or minutes does not alter anything. 

The dependence of lgA/0 on t for source of various length I and initial concentra
tion /\0 is ploted in Fig. 3. The parameter lo equals 2 s everywhere with the excep
tion of curve 8, where to = 10 s. The rest. parameters are: Un = 1.03 x 10- 19 cm2 ; 

uo = 3.8 x 10-22 cm2 ; no=~ x 1022 ; f = 0.12 at. helium temperature (4 K). As it is 
evident, at entirely accessible supercritical concentration from I\ = 0.05 to K = 0.5 
the amplification can be as high as Mo = 5 to A/0 = 1012 even for relatively short 
sources with I = 0.5 cm to I = 1 cm. 

lgM 

10 

0 

".'l 

II 

N 

0 

II 

K= 0.0307 

[\" = 0.1036 

5 10 15 t. s 

Fig. 4. Two sequential pulses with intermediate heating and cooling of the source 

M ~ 1016 for curve 6 where I = 10 cm. The amplifications 6 and 7 differ only in 
the definition (expressions (6) and (9)). (Curves 7(a, b) are for lgAI and they are 
always higher than curve 6 (lgiUo)). The amplificatio11 7 is rut off at. the 4th second 
(sudden heating) and the concentration is A. = 0.0549. At. this concentration the 
source starts cooling down with the same rate, which corresponds to 7a). The 
amplifcation after 103 s ( 7b) is shown in Fig. 3a. The curve remains practically 
horizontal for 10 s but the concentration becomes A. = 0.0405 ( 7b). At a new 
sudden heating lg M = 0 and aft.er another cooling curve 7c appears. Thus the 
same source may be heated and cooled repeatedly. The amplification diminishes 
gradually but remains sufficiently high. Two pulses are shown in Fig. 4 for which 
cooling and heating are held at the same rate, t 0 = 2 s. For the first pulse heating 
begins at the 5t.h s and cooling for the second one - at the 10th s. 
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Fig. 5. Dependence of AI on cool
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Curve 1 corresponds to experiments 
[3,4] 
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Fig. G. Alt.eration of the amplifica
tion with t.ime for pericritical concen
trations and different lengths 

The amplification for subcril.ical concentrations /\. < f\o = 0.0307 are shown 
in Figs 5 and 6. /II ~ Mo for such amplifications. It is iut.eresting to note that 
curve 1 in Fig. 5 corresponds approximately to the experimental results [3,4). The 
amplification aft.er reaching ht>lium temperatures can be calculated according to 
[4]: At ~ Alo = 1.002. The thickness of curve 1 corresponds to the experimental 
errors. It can be stated, that. at a sudden (rapid) rooling the curve is of the type 
shown in Fig. 7(1), while at a slow cooling it. is of t.ype 2 (Fig. 7). The areas under 
the curves are equal. 

7. Power of the Coherent Radiation 

As an example we shall dwell upon rnrve J from Fig. 3, for which I\ = 0.5 and 
I= 1 cm, d = 0.1 cm. At. an amplification M ~ 10!1 the coherent. radiation power 
within the angle ~w is approximately l W, and at amplification 1012 the power 
is approximately 103 W. Obviously, at powers as high as that, the approximately 
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M 

Fig. 7. Pulse shape at rapid (1) and very slow (2) cooling 

same amount of heat would be released in the source it.self and would interfere with 
the cooling thus strongly rest.rict.ing the amplification Al . 

The amplification restriction can be also art.ifically achieved by arranging a 
t.hermost.at-based feeclbaC'k so that /(I) would preserve Al = const. If this is per
formed for a source corresponding to curve /j (Fig. 3 ). t.he t.ime t 1 , for which ampli
fication remains constant. can he obtained. for an i11itial concentration /\0 = 0.5 
a.ncl a final A"(f 1) = 0.1 t.he following relat.ion is usC'd: 

• _, T 2 . dN...,"1 0 • 
Aoe I'" - --. · -- · l = A(/i). 

noH· di 
( 19) 

lg 11/o Tm = 7 X 10'5s 

~Tm 
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Fig. 8. Artificial restrict.ion of the amplification lg Al and fnnct.ioning duration of the 
coherent. radiation source 
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The left-hand side gives concentration alteration with time. dNno/dt = const 
at constant amplification. Such pulses, restricted at different amplification levels 
M ...., dNno/dt are presented diagrammatically in Fig. 8. For an amplification 
Af = 103 the functioning duration will be t 1 = l.6Tm = 4 months, and for an 
amplification M = 107 , t1 = 0.12Tm = 9.7 days. 

8. Possibilities for Obtaining Critical Concentrations 

For our isomer 125711Te (BeTe), for which all present calculations are performed, the 
critical concentration for a generation of coherent gamma-radiation is I\ = n./110 = 
0.0307. The quantity I\ can be increased by all known radiochemical and physical 
methods for isotope enrichment. An attractive property of the isomer 125711Te is 
that concentrations above the critical are easily to be obtained. 

From enriched to 95% 124Te, a needle is prepared from IleTe alloy, from 1 to 
5 cm long and with a very small diameter. d < 0.1 cm. BeTe can be sealed in quartz 
or other capillary. Tlie needle is irradiated with thermal neutrons in a react.or for 
time t. The concentra.t.ion J\(t) of 125mTe is calculated by the expression: 

l\'(t) = n(t) = ef>u,,OT,,. [e-tl>t7"'T",(t/T,,, l - e-t/Tm] . 
no ( 1 - cpu a T111 ) 

(20) 

0 o.s 

Fig. 9. The change of the concentration [\. a..;; a function of time of irradiation with 
different neutron flux . The dashed horizontal line is the critical concentration A'o = 0 .0307 

Here ef> (cm- 2s-4 ) is the neutron flux, <Tn (cm2 ) is the cross-section for the produc
tion of 125"'Te, 0 is the isotope enrichment of 124Te, T,,. is the mean lifetime of the 
isomer level m, the concentration of which is tlte releva11t one, <Ta is the cross-secton 
for neutron capture, (<Ta= 6.8b, <T11 = 5b). 
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The results calculated according t.o (20) for different. neutron flux are plot.eel in 
Fig. 9. 

For neutron flux</> 2:: 1.12 x 1015 n/cm 2s1 critical concentrations are achievabl<~ 
and there a.re research reactors with neutron flux greater than 1.2 x 1015n/cm2s1• 

All curves have maxima which move forward with the increasing of </>. If the ob
tained isomer is removed from the reactor at the moment of maximal concentration, 
the next step is to fix the active element in a helium cryostat and then the stimulated 
coherent radiation will change in time as it is shown in Fig. 3. For concentrations 
above the critical I\ > 1\.0 = 0.0307, the amplification will increase exponentially 
depending on the length of the active element/. 

9. Conclusions 

The main result of this paper, we believe, is deeper understanding of the sti1mvated 
emission of gamma-quanta, spectral investigation of stars and high temperature 
plasma, quantum theory of radiation. From the exposed above is evident, that the 
creation of the source of powerful coherent gamma-radiation is entirely accessible 
at the current state of experimental technology. If no efforts for separation of the 
excited nuclei from all the rest are made, the supercritical concentrations I\ > A·o 
can be reached by irradiation of 124Te in a 1wutron flux <f>:::::: 1 x 1013 cm-'.ls- 1 for 
time tmax· For the same time, at normal neut.ron fluxes </> :::::: 3 x 1013 cm-'.ls- 1 

the amount of 124Te to be irradiated should be about 1.5 grams and subsequent 
radiochemical or similar work is necessary to separate the excited nuclei from the 
rest of the substance. 

In all cases, difficult.ies (sometimes insurmount.able) noted and discussed in [2) 
seem to us now an inexplicable delusion. The pre~ent. and other [10) investigations 
make us confident that. an amplification l\l 2:: 10~' is entirely real and such a powerful 
source of coherent gamma-radiation will appear in short time. 
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